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General comments

Coming attractions

Handling the Resolve response matrix

Parallelization   (tomorrow)

Simultaneous fitting of Resolve and Xtend    (tomorrow)
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Models can use gsl but please avoid routines from Numerical Recipes.







Refereed publications with XSPEC from ADS



Top authors in 2023.



HEASP and HEASPTOOLS

heasp is a C++ library of routines to manipulate spectra, responses, table models.

A python module called heasp provides an interface to these C++ routines.

heasptools are a set of tools built on top of heasp and replace many old tools in 
caltools and heasarc.

ftgrouppha is a replacement for grppha with many more grouping options including 
optimal binning.



from heasp import *
import xspec as xsp
import numpy as np

responseName = “input.rsp”
inputRSP = rmf(responseName)

# energyBins needs to be the standard internal xspec energy array
numEnergies = inputRSP.NumberEnergyBins() + 1
energies = np.empty((numEnergies))
energies[0] = inputRSP.getLowEnergyElement(0)
for j in range(1,numEnergies): 
       energies[j] = inputRSP.getHighEnergyElement(j-1)

# set up parameters as a list
params = [ 1.7 ]
# and output flux as a list
fluxlist = []
xsp.callModelFunction(“powerlaw”,energies.tolist(), params, fluxlist)
flux = np.array(fluxlist)
phaValues = inputRSP.multiplyByModel(flux)



channel = np.arange(phaValues.size).astype(np.int32)
exposure = 10000.0
phaValues *= exposure

phaOut = pha()
phaOut.setFirstChannel(0)
phaOut.setPha(phaValues)
phaOut.setChannel(channel)
phaOut.setExposure(exposure)
phaOut.setDetChans(phaValues.size)
phaOut.setPoisserr(True)
phaOut.setDatatype(“COUNT”)
phaOut.setSpectrumType(“TOTAL”)
phaOut.setResponseFile(responseName)
phaOut.setTelescope(inputRSP.getTelescope())
phaOut.setInstrument(inputRSP.getInstrument())
phaOut.setFilter(inputRSP.getFilter())

status = phaOut.write(“output.pha”)



In the next XSPEC release

Electron-electron bremsstrahlung added to apec models.

All models using apec have a “b” option (eg bvrnei) which adds a parameter 
for velocity broadening.

All models which have a switch parameter between mekal and apec default 
to apec.

Rationalized some names. For instance:
    coolflow   ==  mkcflow
   vcoolflow  ==  vmcflow
with bcoolflow and bvcoolflow added.



XSPEC speed

XSPEC speed is dominated by two steps: calculating the model and 
multiplying the model by the response matrix.

Model calculation is usually O(NE) or O(NElogNE) where NE is the number of 
energy bins.

Response matrix calculation is O(NR) where NR is the number of non-zero 
elements in the matrix.



XRISM/Resolve has 60,000 energy bins and 60,000 channels. Since the full 
response matrix is triangular it is >7 Gb in size.
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